Terms and conditions for purchasing an entry fee
Classic Race Aarhus is a charity fund with the aim of support traffic safety for children.
When purchasing an entry fee the following terms and conditions are valid:
Prices:
All prices are day prices and are only valid on the day of order, price changes may occur. All prices
quoted are exclusive of Danish VAT.
Sales and delivery:
The entry is not final, until the entry fee is registered. After the payment has been received a receipt
will be sent, which must be shown when requested upon arrival to the meeting.
Payment:
Payment is by Visa Dankort or MasterCard. The amount will be deducted, when a confirmation of
the participation is sent to the entrant.
Cancellation policy:
a) If an entry is cancelled before the expiration of the entry deadline of September 3rd 2021, 90 % of
the entry fee and 0 % of fees for additional services will be refunded.
b) If an entry is cancelled up to and on September 11th 2021, 50 % of the entry fee and 0 % of fees
for additional services will be refunded.
c) If an entry is cancelled after September 11th 2021, no fees will be refunded.
Personal data policy:
The personal data of the entered driver will be stored in Classic Race Aarhus’ client files.
Classic Race Aarhus is responsible for these data and will use them to send information to the driver.
At any time a driver can be informed about the data, which has been recorded about the driver, and
the driver can in accordance to the Danish Person Data Act object to a possible registration. It is
expected that the personal data received will be deleted within a month of the meeting has finished.
Disputes:
Any disputes will be settled in accordance with Danish law. Court is Aarhus.
RESERVATIONS: Classic Race Aarhus is not responsible for any printing errors or changes to prices,
VAT and taxes.
If the English text differs from the Danish text, the Danish test is valid.
Company information:
Classic Race Aarhus Fond
Rudolfgårdsvej 1A, 8260 Viby J.
Denmark.VAT no. 32268331.
Mail: info@craa.dk
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